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Abstract
Benchmarking is crucial in code optimization. It is required to have a set of programs that we
consider representative to validate optimization techniques or evaluate predictive performance models.
However, there is a shortage of available benchmarks for code optimization, more pronounced when
using machine learning techniques. The problem lies in the number of programs for testing because
these techniques are sensitive to the quality and quantity of data used for training.

Our work aims to address these limitations. We present a methodology to efficiently generate
benchmarks for the code optimization domain. It includes an automatic code generator, an associated
DSL handling, the high-level specification of the desired code, and a smart strategy for extending
the benchmark as needed.

The strategy is based on Active Learning techniques and helps to generate the most representative
data for our benchmark. We observed that Machine Learning models trained on our benchmark
produce better quality predictions and converge faster. The optimization based on the Active
Learning method achieved up to 15% more speed-up than the passive learning method using the
same amount of data.
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1 Introduction

Benchmarking is an essential part of testing code optimization techniques and models. Such
benchmark programs should be representative and reflect similar code characteristics that
we are targeting.

Our objective is to have benchmarks adapted to the evaluation of source-to-source code
transformations. These transformations make it possible to improve program characteristics
such as the spatial and temporal locality of the data accesses, the loop iteration order,
the potential parallelism. The execution time gain of the transformation depends on the
transformation parameters that have to be instantiated for each kernel and the target
architecture.
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There are various known benchmarks for the C programming language that address
specific aspects. For instance, BEEBS Benchmarks [18], Embench™ [2], MiBench [10] address
different aspects of performance on embedded platforms. PolyBench 4.2 [23], Livermore loops
(LFK) [17], LCALS v1.0.2, TSVC, [16], LORE [3] focus mainly on compiler optimizations
and performance analysis. However, these benchmarks contain a limited number of typical
kernels. For instance, TSVC contains 151 perfectly-nested loops, PolyBench 4.2 contains 30
computational kernels (kernel may contain several loop nests), Livermore loops (LFK) have
30 loop-nests, and LCALS v1.0.2 contains 32 loop-nests, LORE aggregates loops from other
benchmarks and contains 2499 loops in C.

This amount of data may not be enough when code optimization actively uses Machine
Learning (ML) techniques. The strength of ML techniques often comes from the use of a
large training set. For instance, MNIST [22] a benchmark for image processing contains
70,000 images, LibriSpeech [19] for speech recognition includes 1000 hours of speech, Enron
corpus [12] for natural language processing aggregates 500,000 messages.

Therefore, there are much less data in the code optimization domain than in the fields
where ML is running at its peak performance. There is not enough training data to properly
cover the feature space for complex transformations such as loop tiling, loop unrolling, loop
interchange, etc. Also note that different transformations have different feature spaces from
the ML perspective. One training set may capture better features for one transformation,
another set – for a different transformation. It becomes challenging or even impossible to
create a universal training set.

There are two main approaches to solve this problem: data mining [11, 8, 9] and synthetic
code generation [7, 6, 4]. Nevertheless, data mining approaches have drawbacks such as data
accuracy, completeness, parsing difficulties, libraries they may depend on, etc. In our study,
we investigate the approach of synthetic code generation. Existing approaches either rely on
the known predefined statistical distribution of the parameters [4] or require a huge training
set for the deep learning model to mimic the given distribution [6].

Our work proposes a solution to these problems. We introduce a methodology to generate
a representative benchmark that captures many computation patterns crucial for parallel
computations. We let the ML model decide which data to include in the training benchmark
among many potential candidates to achieve the best result. These candidates were not even
compiled. Also, we present a code generator which can automatically create synthetic data.
Our code generator uses information like array sizes, data-dependencies, loop index order,
and data access functions as a high-level specification of the generated code. We use a DSL
to easily manipulate these concepts and generate code in a very parametric and flexible way.
Active learning methods allow us to direct code generation to the target function of the ML
model. This data generation approach enables the creation of representative training sets for
program optimization in the ML context. Moreover, we are able to generate our codes for
different benchmark distribution styles, such as PolyBench.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the context of our work and
pointing out the guidelines we used in our code generator. Section 3 introduces our automatic
code generator of C kernels. Section 4 presents the ML pipeline we use to get the predictions
of the transformation parameters in the context of code optimization. Finally, Section 5
presents the data augmentation process with active learning techniques and its promising
experimental results.
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2 Context

To apply code optimizations, some transformation parameters must be defined. For example,
to apply loop unrolling we have to predict the number of iterations to unroll, to apply
loop tiling, the block sizes have to be selected. We follow three concepts as guidelines for
building an automatic code generator of programs, used by ML techniques to predict efficient
transformation parameters.

First, ML algorithms build prediction models based on training data. The key idea is
that the model should capture meaningful patterns in training data and should be able to
generalize them for arbitrary input. We use such high-level concepts for the code generator,
which make it easy to mimic different code distributions and extend them as needed. We
describe this strategy in Sections 3.

The second important aspect is the amount of available data. From the ML perspective,
the more data available, the better, the more insights we can obtain. However, data labeling
can be a very time-consuming process. Therefore, time also constraints the size of the
training set. It is important to build a representative benchmark of a reasonable size.

We solve this problem by using active learning methods. The main idea of Active Learning
is that not all points in a training set have the same impact on the model training and its final
performance. The goal is to select only the most representative samples from the training
set in order to match the time constraints. This issue is discussed in detail in Section 5.
We compare this approach with classical passive learning techniques, where all points from
the training set are treated equally and have the same probability of being taken to the
final training set. In contrast, active learning methods assign a score to each point that
corresponds to the profit that we can gain if we take this point for training.

The third aspect concerns the code characteristics. Because loop nests are often the time-
consuming computation parts in programs, our study focuses on optimizations commonly
used by compilers (e.g. loop permutation, tiling) that could potentially exploit all the benefits
of parallel execution. To optimize their execution time, it is necessary to take into account
the spatial and temporal locality of the data accesses and data dependencies to extract the
potential parallelism and apply the transformations only when they are legal.

In this paper, we evaluate our methodology on the tiling transformation. The tiling
transformation is one of the most crucial code optimization techniques to expose data locality
and parallelism. The main idea is to split the initial iteration space into blocks and traverse
them in a special order. This transformation is parametric and very sensitive to parameter
tuning. Poor parameter tuning can lead to much lower performance than the initial code.
We consider 3-D cubic tiling, which means that we split 3-D iteration space by cubic tiles.
The goal of Machine Learning is to predict the sizes of the tiles for each code. We investigate
three feature spaces to address this problem: a) Yuki and al.[24], b) Liu and al.[15] and
c) one-hot encoding of all array accesses.

We show that our methodology can accelerate the learning process in the context of given
feature spaces by generating the most representative data.

3 Code Generator Design

In this section, we introduce the main components of our automatic generator of C code. For
each of them, we specify the type of code generated. Figure 1 highlights its main building
blocks.

PARMA-DITAM 2022
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Figure 1 Generation pipeline.

3.1 Output Code and Input Data
The objective of the generator is to automatically produce a code written in C that respects
the following hypothesis:

it is correct. The code must not produce any runtime errors such as out of bounds
memory access, etc;
it meets the code criteria specified by the user in the DSL sample;
it includes the necessary infrastructure to perform performance tests such as header files,
directives/pragmas and calls to timing reporting functions;
it can be compiled and executed. For instance, the arrays are properly initialized in the
code.

In addition to these requirements, we use high-level input criteria for code optimization
through a DSL. These are the number of arrays and their sizes (memory pressure), data
dependencies, an order of the loop indices, and array access functions (pressure on spatial and
temporal locality). These concepts allow us to explore the legality of potential transformations
and optimize the code.

We apply the workflow of Figure 1 after parsing the input. After these steps, we get
the first version of our code. Then there is the option to process the generated code to
PolyBench-like style or another benchmark distribution style. The input example is shown
in the appendix A, the corresponding output computations are shown in appendix B and the
full code infrastructure is presented in appendix C.

3.2 Array Declaration and Initialization
The code generator takes array sizes from the input file (DSL description) and dynamically
or statically (depending on the chosen option) allocates the requested arrays. The code
generator may choose array sizes automatically if the user uses the PolyBench-like style of
kernels. For instance, the EXTRALARGE_DATASET directive indicates that arrays should
not fit the L3 cache.

3.3 Computation Instructions
This component generates the computation instructions included in the loop nest. Each
instruction is composed of a reference to a write array and several (at least one) to read
arrays. The array access functions are either explicitly given by the user or defined by the
generator that respects the data dependencies which have been expressed in the DSL sample.
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3.4 Loop Bound Computation
The generated code should be correct. To avoid out-of-bounds memory accesses to array
elements, the generator computes the largest computation iteration domain according to the
array declarations and the array access functions. We use linear-programming techniques to
compute correct bounds. For constant dependencies, we generate numerical values for loop
bounds.

3.5 Code Infrastructure
This component consists of adding all the infrastructure necessary for the execution of a
stand-alone C program with time reporting functions. It includes: header files, variable
declaration, and initialization, array allocation and deallocation, calls to time reporting
functions, pragmas and directive insertion, and adjustment of array sizes according to the
requested cache size, etc. We propose a processing pass that transfers our generated kernel
to a PolyBench-like style.

4 Machine Learning modelling

Our objective is to show that our approach can accelerate the techniques of code optimization
using ML in the context of a given feature space. In this section, we describe the pipeline
that we would like to accelerate using Active Learning techniques. By accelerating, we mean
the need for less training data to achieve good performance.

4.1 Machine Learning pipeline

Figure 2 Training and prediction pipeline.

We investigate the problem of loop tiling size prediction for 3-D cubic tiles to validate
our Machine Learning model. We consider tile sizes from 2 till 512 for the experiments and
predictions. As features, we take the code characteristics proposed by a) Yuku et al. [24],
b) Liu et al. [15] and c) one-hot encoding of array references.

We consider this problem as a regression problem. The model takes the features mentioned
above as input and predicts the values of the tile sizes in the real domain. A heuristic of
rounding the tile size to the nearest divisor of the loop bound could be applied and was used
in our experiments. Then we generate the code based on predicted tile size. The training
and prediction pipelines are shown in Figure 2.

Note that once the training pipeline phase is complete, the parameters of the prediction
model are fixed. It is possible to predict with this tuned model the best parameters of the
program transformation we want to apply in one shot. This model can then be integrated
into a compiler.

PARMA-DITAM 2022
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A program Autotuner, such as LOCUS [20], typically uses several techniques to traverse
a solution space and find an optimal version of a program. But the time needed to reach
this solution for a program is not comparable to that of a single one-shot prediction of a
tuned machine learning model. For this reason, we use the result of the Autotuner only as a
reference of the optimal version to compare with our best predicted version of the program.

4.2 Machine Learning models
Non-linear machine learning models are more appropriate for our problem. To illustrate this
point, we consider the case where the loop nest to be optimized is potentially vectorizable.
There exist cases where the model must solve the following dilemma: If the loops are parallel,
then tiling the innermost loop is the best, but this may be contrary to the optimization
strategy of maximizing data locality. It can be seen as a decision tree. This is the main
prerequisite for using nonlinear models for this task.

Random Forest regressor [14] showed the best results in terms of metrics considered in
our experiments. This model was used to plot all the predictions of this paper.

4.3 Metrics
The mean squared error (MSE) loss was used as a Loss Function for regression.

MSE = 1
n

∑n
t=1(y∗

i − yi)2, where yi is the ground-truth value of the optimal tile size of
the i-th data sample, and y∗

i was predicted by our ML model. We use this metric for ML
modelling since optimal tile sizes are distributed near the same neighborhood, and we want
to penalize our model if it predicts tile sizes that are far from the global optimum.

This cost function has several drawbacks. It does not provide explicit information about
our target goal - fast code execution. The loss provides no information to the programmer
on how the generated code would perform in terms of execution time. Moreover, it does not
provide insights about architecture parallelism and the profitability that we can gain from
the transformation.

That is why we introduce the second-step metric showing how far we are from the most
efficient generated code. We use the following relative speedup metric.

RSi = speedup(ŷi)
speedup(y∗i) , where speedup(ŷi) gives the speedup obtained after tiling the code

with the predicted parameter. And speedup(y∗i) gives the speedup found by the Autotuner.
An average relative speedup can be computed with RS = 1

n

∑n
i=1 RSi.

The drawbacks of this function are that it is very sensitive to outliers. RS of a tile in the
same neighborhood could be different due to factors that are not possible to take into account
using existing feature spaces. Moreover, it does not have derivatives; it is a piecewise-defined
function. Hence, it is not applicable to be used for training of many ML models. Thus, each
metric is more appropriate for the stage where it is used. The combination of both provides
a more correct way to navigate the training process and evaluate the results.

Figure 3 MSE on validation set.
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5 Active Learning

Data labeling is the calculation of a value of the target variable for a data sample of the
training set. This step can be very time-consuming in traditional ML pipelines. It makes
sense to find a trade-off between how quickly we collect data and the accuracy of the final
model. The issue of optimal experimental design arises. How to construct our training set to
get the maximal possible gain? The techniques used in the active learning domain seem a
promising direction to answer this question.

5.1 Active Learning Overview
Active Learning is a sub-field of Machine Learning. The crucial idea is that the model itself
decides which data to use for more effective training. It finds thought in areas where data
annotation is relatively expensive or may be not feasible.

Active Learning pipelines work under several scenarios: pool-based scenario [13], stream-
based selective sampling [5] and membership query synthesis [1] The pool-based approach
seems the most suitable for code optimization because it is the richest for a relatively low-cost.
This approach assumes that we have a relatively small pool of annotated data and a much
larger pool of not annotated data. At each iteration of the pool-based approach, the algorithm
ranks all samples from the big pool according to a function. This function is chosen so that
it returns a high value to the samples that have the potential to increase the performance of
the ML model. The algorithm sends a query to the annotator to get labels for these samples.
Then these annotated samples are added to the small pool of annotated data.

Sampling Strategies. The sampling strategy generates a query to the annotator in a
pool-based scenario. In this subsection, we introduce the sampling strategies that can be
used for supervised learning. In our experiments, we studied three approaches proposed by
Wu et al.[21] for a regression problem.

Greedy Sampling on the Inputs. The main idea is to choose the initial point as the closest
to the centroid of the global pool, and then iteratively choose points farthest from the
one already chosen to increase the diversity of the data in a given feature space.
Greedy Sampling on the Outputs. The key idea is to use greedy sampling on the inputs
to build the initial model, then to choose points with the farthest distance but in the
output space according to the model prediction.
Improved Greedy Sampling on both Inputs and Output. This approach considers the
multiplication of the distances in the input and output spaces as the deciding metric.
The data sample with the highest value is chosen.

5.2 Experimental statement
The learning process goes more efficiently for data generated with active learning, especially
when we do not have expert knowledge about the given domain. We expose this statement to
demonstrate the applicability of active learning techniques for the code optimization domain.
While any handwritten strategy brings some bias to data, especially in case the expert knows
which benchmarks will be used for testing, active learning appears to be the approach to
facilitate representative data generation without introducing significant bias.

The pipeline for training the model is shown in Figure 2. The set of C programs could
be obtained using naive sampling (passive learning) or more sophisticated strategies (active
learning). The quality of the predictions and the speed of convergence of the models depends
on this set.

PARMA-DITAM 2022
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5.3 Generating strategy

Training, test, and validation sets are required to properly tune the model and evaluate its
applicability for real problems.

We train the ML model on the training set. The validation set is needed to evaluate the
model performance (MSE) and determine its parameters based on that. Test set represents
real-world data. We use our generator to sample data for the training and validations sets.
We use a simple generation strategy that does not require any expert knowledge about the
feature space for the loop tiling size prediction. The most important parameters that we
vary are: existence of data dependencies, number of statements and array involved into the
computations, loop index permutations.

Ten thousand kernels were randomly sampled to obtain a pool of not annotated data.
Then, the Active Learning phase chooses 1250 most suitable kernels (training set for Active
Learning). We do the labeling of chosen samples and train the model on them. Three
hundred kernels were sampled (from the same distribution as 10k kernels) and labeled for
validation set. There are not involved into model training but used as intermediate evaluation
of the performance.

Nine known computational kernels were taken to form our test set. We compute the
average relative speedup for them after tiling to assess the quality of the generated code.

5.4 Passive Learning Training Set

We sample the same amount (1250) of kernels with a random sampling to compare the
performance of the model trained on the training set obtained with Active Learning. These
1250 kernels were chosen randomly also from 10k samples of not labeled data.

We investigate the possibility of Active Learning to shift the distribution to meaningful
patterns in a given distribution.

5.5 Data labelling

The data labeling process begins after the choice of the kernels of the training set. This
process is very time-consuming. For each kernel, we generate about 300 code variants (tiled
codes with different tile sizes) and execute them to assign labels for the regression problem.
The time to propose a variant plus its execution time varies from 0.1s to 50s, the median
value is about 2s.

The whole process is equal to number of repetitions × number of variants × number
of kernels × (the time to generate a variant + the time to execute the variant). For us it
took around 30 days to label all the required data. This estimation illustrates that the data
labeling process time can be significant. When time is limited, data quality becomes crucial.
This is the main motivation for using the Active Learning approach.

5.6 Experimental results

The objective in this paper is not to find the best ML algorithm to perform tiling but to
propose efficient techniques to automatically generate benchmarks suitable for the evaluation
of code transformations and used as input for the ML techniques. In this section, we compare
the results obtained with the Active and Passive Learning approaches.
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The experiments were run on Intel® Core™ i7-8650U 4C/4T @1.90GHz with capacity
caches of L1: 32KB, L2: 256KB, L3: 8192KB and 32GB DDR4 DIMM RAM, Phys. cores: 4,
Compiler: GCC 5.4.0, Number of Threads: 4, Opt. level: -O3

5.6.1 Loss on the validation set
Figure 3 compares the MSE on the validation set for the Active Learning approach and the
Passive Learning approach for 3 different feature spaces. MSE was scaled by the minimal
found value for the Active Learning strategy for the corresponding feature space. At some
point, the losses for both strategies converge. But Active Learning significantly overperforms
(for Yuki et al. and One-hot encoding) Passive learning under current settings due to the
choice of the most diverse data. This fact could be used for problems where we have time
constraints for data labeling and we need a faster-converged ML model.

5.6.2 Losses on the test set
We measure the average relative speedup for the test set to evaluate the quality of the
generated code. Figure 4 shows the results for nine well-known computational kernels after
applying loop tiling and for three different feature spaces. The blue columns correspond
to the training process based on passive learning settings, the red ones - based on Active
Learning.

The other columns correspond to speedups obtained with the state-of-the-art LOCUS
auto-tuner [20] when loop tiling is applied. The autotuner’s search space is made up of the
same points as for our ML model (integer values from 2 till 512 for 3-D cubic tiling). LOCUS
was asked to execute 300 points out of the search grid to find its best solution. These last
results are used as references to know how far we are from the optimum.

Figure 5 introduces the relative average speedups for the three different feature spaces.
The average relative speedup with the Yuki et al. [24] features obtained by the Active
Learning is 71% out of the speedup found by LOCUS autotuner. The average speedup
obtained by the Passive Learning is 58%. The same result is observed for the one-hot encoded
features. The average speedup with Active Learning is 69% compared to 64 % without it.
The corresponding values for Liu et al. [15] features are 68% and 53%.

Active Learning performs better than passive learning on average and for the majority
of kernels. The average speedup along feature spaces is 1.11x higher with the use of Active
Learning. The results obtained show that the active learning approach can traverse the
learning process more efficiently and shift the distribution of chosen kernels towards important
patterns. For the results shown in this paper, we used the Greedy Sampling on both Inputs
and Outputs since it achieved the best quality.

Figure 4 Average relative speedup for the test set.

PARMA-DITAM 2022
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Figure 5 Average relative speedups.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a methodology for efficiently generating benchmarks for code optimization
using ML techniques. It includes 1) an automatic code generator enabling to imitate some
existing benchmark styles 2) a smart strategy with active learning for extending the benchmark
as needed.

We have proposed a strategy to increase the amount of data in a limited time. In this
way, we only generate the most useful inputs. This approach allows us to select the best data
for analysis and generate the most representative machine learning models if we do not have
enough expert knowledge about the domain or do not want to introduce bias in the selection.
The speedup gain for our strategy is up to 15% higher depending on the feature space and
11% higher on average.

Our future improvements targets extending the number of possible transformations and
exploring more Active Learning techniques.

Our generator can be extended to many programming languages (not only C) because
the main concepts we used are language-agnostic. It only requires a few modifications to the
syntax and code routines to achieve a successful translation into the target language.
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A Generated code examples. Input file.

Listing 1 JSON-like DSL specification.
[{" array_sizes ": {"xA": 64, "yA": 32, "zA": 128} , "type ": "int",
" init_with ": " random ", " loop_nest_level ": 3,

" arrays ": ["A[xA ,yA ,zA]", "B[256 ,256]"] ,
" instructions ": [{" array_name ": "A",

" index_permutation ": "(1 ,0 ,2)" ,
" dependencies ": {" distance ": "[(1 ,2 ,3)]"} ,
" additional_computation ": [{" array_name ": "B",

" array_access_function ": "[[0 ,2 ,0 ,8] , [1 ,1 ,1 ,8]]"}]}]}]

B Generated code examples. Output computations.

Listing 2 Generated computations.
int A [64][32][128] , B [256][256];

....
for (int i = 0; i < 30; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < 63; j++)
for (int k = max(-i-j-8, 0); k < min (248 -i-j, 125); k++)

A[j][i][k]=A[j+1][i+2][k+3]+B[2*j+8][i+j+k+8];

C Generated code examples. Full code infrastructure.

Listing 3 PolyBench style generated code.
# include <stdio.h>
# include <unistd .h>
# include <string .h>
# include <math.h>
# include <polybench .h>
# include <stdio.h>
# include <time.h>
# include <stdlib .h>
# include "1648808249866439. h"
static void init_array (int xa ,int ya ,int za ,
DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_3D (A,xA ,yA ,zA ,xa ,ya ,za),
int xb ,int yb , DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_2D (B,xB ,yB ,xb ,yb ))
{ srand(time(NULL ));
int i,j,k,l;
for (i = 0; i < xa; i++)

for (j = 0; j < ya; j++)
for (k = 0; k < za; k++)

A[i][j][k] = rand ()%50;

for (i = 0; i < xb; i++)
for (j = 0; j < yb; j++)

B[i][j] = rand ()%50;
}
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static void print_array (int xa ,int ya ,int za ,
DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_3D (A,xA ,yA ,zA ,xa ,ya ,za),
int xb ,int yb , DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_2D (B,xB ,yB ,xb ,yb))
{ int i,j,k,l;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_START ;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_BEGIN ("A");
POLYBENCH_DUMP_START ;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_BEGIN ("A");
for (i = 0; i < xa; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < ya; j++) {
for (k = 0; k < za; k++) {
fprintf ( POLYBENCH_DUMP_TARGET , "\n");
fprintf ( POLYBENCH_DUMP_TARGET , DATA_PRINTF_MODIFIER , A[i][j][k]);
}}}
POLYBENCH_DUMP_END ("A");
POLYBENCH_DUMP_FINISH ;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_START ;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_BEGIN ("B");
POLYBENCH_DUMP_START ;
POLYBENCH_DUMP_BEGIN ("B");
for (i = 0; i < xb; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < yb; j++) {
fprintf ( POLYBENCH_DUMP_TARGET , "\n");
fprintf ( POLYBENCH_DUMP_TARGET , DATA_PRINTF_MODIFIER , B[i][j]);
}}
POLYBENCH_DUMP_END ("B");
POLYBENCH_DUMP_FINISH ;
}
int main(int argc , char ** argv)
{
int xa = xA;
int ya = yA;
int za = zA;
int xb = xB;
int yb = yB;
POLYBENCH_3D_ARRAY_DECL (A, DATA_TYPE ,xA ,yA ,zA ,xa ,ya ,za);
POLYBENCH_2D_ARRAY_DECL (B, DATA_TYPE ,xB ,yB ,xb ,yb);
init_array (xa ,ya ,za , POLYBENCH_ARRAY (A),xb ,yb , POLYBENCH_ARRAY (B));
kernel_1648808249866439 (xa ,ya ,za , POLYBENCH_ARRAY (A),xb ,yb ,
POLYBENCH_ARRAY (B));
polybench_prevent_dce ( print_array (xa ,ya ,za ,
POLYBENCH_ARRAY (A),xb ,yb , POLYBENCH_ARRAY (B)));
POLYBENCH_FREE_ARRAY (A);
POLYBENCH_FREE_ARRAY (B);
return 0;
}
void kernel_1648808249866439 (int xa ,int ya ,int za ,
DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_3D (A,xA ,yA ,zA ,xa ,ya ,za),int xb ,int yb ,
DATA_TYPE POLYBENCH_2D (B,xB ,yB ,xb ,yb )){
polybench_start_instruments ;
# pragma scop
tiling_3D : for (int i = 0; i < 30; i++)
tiling_2D : for (int j = 0; j < 63; j++)
for (int k = max(-i-j -8 ,0); k < min (248 -i-j ,125); k++)

A[j][i][k]=A[j+1][i+2][k+3]-B[2*j+8][i+j+k+8];
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clock_t stop = clock ();
double elapsed = (( double )( stop - start )) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC ;
printf ("%f", elapsed );
deallocate_3d_array (A, 64, 32, 128);
deallocate_2d_array (B, 256, 256);
return 0;
}
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